Dear Parent,

We wanted to write to you personally to explain more about Oxford University Press and the resources your child will be using at school and bringing home this year. We are delighted that your child’s school has chosen material from Oxford University Press to provide its students with the best in education standards.

Oxford University Press is a department of the University of Oxford. It furthers the University’s objective of excellence in research, scholarship, and education. It is the world’s largest university press, with offices in over 50 countries.


Oxford Discover provides a comprehensive package that will promote your child’s learning process, both at school and at home. To make the classroom experience stimulating, Oxford University Press will ensure your child’s teachers are trained to use the interactive software created for classroom presentation. These presentation tools contain accompanying videos and extra activities and games, to make learning in the classroom fun. The series also comes with posters and flashcards for teachers, which support the presentation of new content in the Student Book and stimulate classroom discussion in English. In addition, you’ll be able to connect with your child and continue learning with them at home with the Oxford Discover App (supplied with the Student Book) and Online Practice (supplied with the Workbook). For more information on how you can help your child progress with English, there is a special parent website that offers free tips and ideas for activities: www.oup.com/elt/oxfordparents.

Oxford University Press is committed to working closely with teachers, institutions, and leaders in education and technology to create the best possible learning and teaching environment. Local Oxford University Press Education Consultants will support the school throughout the year, to ensure that your child receives the full benefits of the Oxford Discover approach.
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Oxford Discover has everything needed to support learning!

Oxford Discover builds children’s skills in a variety of ways, through audio, video, and visual support; as well as Workbook practice, Online Practice, and much more! This approach ensures that children of all learning styles find success in the Oxford Discover classroom.

Students

- Student Books with App
- Workbooks with Online Practice
- Student Book and Workbook e-books
- Grammar Books
- Writing & Spelling Books
- Recommended Readers

Teachers

- Teacher’s Pack
  - Classroom Presentation Tool
  - Teacher’s Guide
  - Teacher’s Resource Center
- Class Audio CDs
- Grammar Class Audio CDs
- Poster Pack
- Picture Cards
- Teacher’s Website